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Abstract 

An e-variety is a class of regular semigroups that is closed under the formation of direct 

products, homomorphic images and regular subsemigroups. In a previous paper, the authors 

established that, for any nongroup e-variety Y”, the r-variety Y9 o I ‘, where o denotes the 

Mal’cev product within the class of regular semigroups and 94 denotes the e-variety of left 

groups, is actually equal to the e-variety 9 8’ ‘1 generated by all wreath products of the form 

G ,% T, where G t 9, the e-variety of all groups, and T E f . . It was also shown that if Y’Y de- 

notes the c+variety of left zero semigroups and Y the e-variety of all semilattices, then YT o ‘/ 

is equal to the c-variety .(/‘g * ;i generated by certain subsemigroups of the wreath products 

of the form S c& T. where SE .‘f and T E Y .. In this paper, the P-varieties generated by the 

regular parts of the wreath products of the form .R_P &II ‘/ ‘, .X.86$ Y and %.Y @ Y , where .X9, 

.?A.& and %-U denote the e-varieties of right zero semigroups, rectangular bands and completely 

simple semigroups respectively, are studied and are found, in general, to fall far short of the 
corresponding Mal’cev products. An important tool is the associativity of the wreath product of 
e-varieties under certain conditions and a substantial part of the paper is devoted to this issue. 
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I. Introduction 

The class of all regular semigroups is not closed under the operation of taking 

subsemigroups and therefore cannot be considered as a variety of algebras. However, 

some of the ideas and techniques of universal algebra that have been so potent in the 

study of other classes were made available for the investigation of regular semigroups 
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through the introduction of the concept of an e-variety, that is a class of regular 

semigroups that is closed under the formation of direct products, homomorphic images 

and regular subsemigroups. This concept was introduced by Hall [7] and Kadourek 

and Szendrei [ 141. The set of all e-varieties forms a complete lattice 9&&Y’) [7]. 

In [24] the authors introduced certain complete congruences on this lattice. Associated 

with each of these complete congruences is the operator that maps each element to the 

maximum element in its class. These operators assume the form 

‘/.+p.7; , =yy!go >f’ f’- f.” zz.+qo f .!!.I 
f‘+ d =%Yo y; . 

f ‘+ f +G = s/‘y 0 f ; y --_i f K = &J_j 0 y ; “f + y .K = ,#,& 0 y 1 

In [25], the authors provided alternative characterizations of the e-varieties 99’ o ‘/ and 

99 o f in terms of wreath products. It so happens that the wreath product of a group 

with a regular semigroup is again a regular semigroup so that it is possible to define 

Y :$z Y to be the e-variety of regular semigroups generated by all wreath products of 

groups with elements from Y 1 With this construction to hand it was shown in [25] that 

I‘ _$,&I‘ ?-, -0 

A similar result was obtained for ! “, in terms of a modified wreath product .Y g* # -, 

where 9’ is the e-variety of all semilattices, as well as other results characterizing 

Mal’cev products in terms of wreath products. For an interesting study of the applica- 

tion of wreath products to the description of e-free objects in e-varieties, see [12]. 

In order to extend the investigations of the relationships between Mal’cev products 

of the form Y/O Y and wreath products of the form ‘)/ Y ‘, for e-varieties # and 

Y where the e-variety j/ assumes a more general form than in the cases referred to 

above, it is natural to consider such e-varieties as the e-variety V.C/ of completely 

simple semigroups and the e-variety .‘A.+9 of rectangular bands. In general, the wreath 

product S CC% T of two regular semigroups need not be regular. However, Jones and 

Trotter [ 121 have shown that the set Reg(S 8% T) of regular elements in S 8 T will 

form a regular subsemigroup provided either S or T belongs to %.Y, the e-variety of 

completely simple semigroups. This makes it possible to define I(/ Q% ‘1 ; whenever ‘ti 

or Y is contained in %.‘I. to be the e-variety generated by the regular parts of the 

wreath products S 8% T, for all S E ‘//, T t Y 

However, since % 9’ = 9’ $<I .%‘A_lv. we quickly find ourselves concerned with the issue 

of associativity of the wreath product of e-varieties: (II/ B Y ‘) @C Yf = I)/ %I (Y @C ‘N ‘). 

As a consequence, after reviewing some required background in Section 2 and deal- 

ing with some preliminary technical observations in Section 3, the main results in 

Section 4 identify certain important circumstances under which the associative law 

(# R Y ‘) fg Yf. = ti 8 ( f 1~ ‘lI .) will hold for e-varieties I&, Y and Y! 1 In particular, 

it is shown that associativity prevails in the following circumstances: 

(i) ‘//, Yf’CY and ‘f ‘CX,V, or 

(ii) I ; Yf C 9 and ‘//E Y&.fL) U _ic:, (C’Y), or 

(iii) ‘/I, V C ‘9 and ‘N. is monoidal, that is, such that S’ E dl for all St ‘lI 1 



In addition, it is shown that .‘/’ c@* (/I/ I;? I .) = (9 s* ‘)/) 3 f ; provided Y C 3, where 

.Y I:?* Yf denotes the e-variety generated by all products, involving a modified version 

of the wreath product, of elements from .Y’ and any e-variety Yi of E-solid regular 

semigroups. 

For any e-variety ‘/)/, we denote by II/C, the e-variety consisting of all regular semi- 

groups S for which the least full self-conjugate subsemigroup C,(S) of S lies in 4’. 

It was essentially established by Jones and Trotter [12] that, for any e-subvariety ‘)/ 

of Q, %/ %s 9 = ti * 3 = ‘)/C, = q/C. Section 5 begins with an example to show that 

the equality 4/ ~8 g = /I/C, does not hold in general. Indeed, we provide an infinite 

family of such examples. This is followed by the first main result of the section 

which establishes that for certain e-varieties ?/, if equality does prevail then it will 

also prevail when /I/ is replaced by its image under the operators referred to above. 

Explicitly, if /)/ is an e-subvariety of 8.55 or .fL and tic, = /)/Cc Y, then we also 

have (,)/P)Cx=(/I/P)%+? for any Pt{Tt,T,.,Kl,K,.}. 

For any variety of groups A”; we denote by .?- the largest variety of inverse semi- 

groups having E-unitary covers over X. The second main result of Section 5 establishes 

the equalities 

The first part of Section 6 is devoted to the study of e-varieties of the form .#‘Y 4% ‘f 1 

In particular, it is shown that for any e-variety Y ; .&‘I @ 7 ‘K = I “r so that for 

e-varieties such as .H’,%.‘Y, C’,K.Y’, for instance, .#Y ~3 Y = I ‘. For any e-subvariety 

I of %.?A or I’L, 2X 16~ Y = 22 V ‘/ : In the main result of this section, it is shown 

that if Y is a monoidal e-variety such that 4’2 ‘8 I = f then for any e-subvariety 

‘)/ of % P’f, 

These results have various applications to special cases. For example, $59’ G$ 9’ = 99 o 

(32 v .v), %.I/’ i* .A9 = 9% 0 .?A, %.Y @ .B = 99 0 (&3f v .B), %.Y @ I’ = “Y?!? 0 (’ 

One surprising outcome from this work is that less is gained by consideration of 

products of the more general forms .X.8 [@ Y and ‘t.Y’l@~ 1 than might have been 

expected. From the results referred to above, we find that for any e-subvariety Y of 

%.d or CL, 

while in the final result of the paper it is shown that for any e-variety Y with 

.MY c I ‘CX.54. _ 



2. Preliminaries 

In general, we use the notation and terminology of Howie [9] and Petrich [21]. For 

background on varieties of algebras. consult Gratzer [4]. 

Let A and B be nonempty sets. We denote by A” the set of all mappings from B to A. 

If 0 E A”, then (5 denotes the equivalence relation on B induced by I). The equality 

relation on any set is denoted by I. 

For any semigroup S, we denote by S’ the smallest monoid containing S; that is, S 

itself if S is already a monoid, and S U { I} otherwise. The set of all regular elements 

of S is denoted by Reg(S). In general, Reg(S) is not a subsemigroup of S. Hall [6, 

Result 21 pointed out the following useful result. 

Result 2.1. For uny sen~iqroup S, Reg (S) is LI mhwnigroup of’s lf’ und on/l> [f’the 

product oj’ my puir of’ idempot~wts is vrguhr, tht is, E(S)’ & Reg(S). 

Throughout this paper ./A.‘/ stands for the class of all regular semigroups. Let 

SE .XY. Then E(S) denotes the set of all idempotents of S and C(S) denotes the 

core of S, that is, the subsemigroup of S generated by E(S). If x ES, then V(x) is 

the set of all inverses of x; if x belongs to a subgroup of S, then x-’ is the inverse 

of x in that subgroup and x0 = .Y-’ x. The scdwicl~ set of elements x and J’ of S is 

S(x, y) = yV(xv)x. 

Let SE .XY. If 0 is an equivalence relation on S, then O0 denotes the greatest 

congruence contained in 0. If 01 and 01 are equivalence relations on S, then clearly 

(0, n 02)() = 0,0 n Ozo. 
For any nonempty class ‘// of regular semigroups we define H’#, S,‘N and Pl// as 

follows: H’N is the class of all (regular) semigroups that are homomorphic images of 

semigroups in ‘N; &I)/ is the class of all M&U subsemigroups of semigroups in Y/; 

P%/ is the class of all direct products of semigroups in ti. 

As in [7], a class ‘// of regular scmigroups is called an rsistmce crtrirt~‘, or e-variety, 

if H# 2 ti, &IN C /I/ and Pi//i +!!. The class of all e-varieties of regular semigroups 

forms a complete lattice under inclusion, and is denoted by YJ.X.V). 

Let .d be a subclass of .%‘A.‘!‘. We denote by (x/)<,, the e-variety of regular semigroups 

qeneratrd by xl. Furthermore, the lattice of e-subvarieties of an e-variety ‘I/ shall be 

denoted by Ye,.( I&). 

The following e-subvarieties of .?A.V will figure prominently in our discussions: 

3 ~ the e-variety of all trivial semigroups; 

.Y ~ the e-variety of all semilattices; 

YY - the e-variety of all left zero semigroups; 

62 - the e-variety of all right zero semigroups; 

d.8 - the e-variety of all rectangular bands; 

.W - the e-variety of all bands; 

Y ~ the e-variety of all groups; 

Y’Y - the e-variety of all left groups; 



.M - the e-variety of all right groups; 

.d!9 - the e-variety of all abelian groups; 

.#‘e% - the e-variety of all rectangular groups; 

%-.‘/’ - the e-variety of all completely simple semigroups; 

X.4 - the r-variety of all completely regular semigroups; 

9’ - the e-variety of all inverse semigroups; 

C - the e-variety of all orthodox semigroups. 

Given e-varieties %/ and Y of regular semigroups, their A4ul’cec product +V 0 f 

consists of those regular semigroups S for which there exists a congruence p on S 

such that S/p E f and ep E %/ for all e E E(S). In general ‘)/o f is not an e-variety 

(see [lo]). But for certain choices of e-varieties ‘M and ^I ; ‘I/ o f is indeed an 

e-variety. 

Result 2.2 (Reilly and Zhang [24, Section 51). If’ ?/ E {6/‘-F, .@‘;v, .#A?, 9, Y9, .Kg, 

KY} and Y ‘E Y&.&Y), then & 0 I is ugcth un e-curietJ1. 

The following operators on _Ye,(.#Y) were introduced by the authors in [24]: for 

any /I/ E I/:,,,.(.X.v’), 

It is easily verified that r,, 7’,., K, and K,. are closure operators on Yc,, (.9.Y). We also 

have the following useful characterizations. 

Result 2.3 (Reilly and Zhang [24, Section 51). Let ti E Y&X.Y). Then 

(i) ,l/‘/ = {SE.aqS/(mw)“E ‘//}, 

(ii) IlPf ={St.X:Y]S/(rrn.#) E ‘N}, 

(iii) ‘I/‘/ = {SE .X.Y 1 S/P” E I)/}, 

(iv) g7; = {S E .J?Y 1 S/.4” E ‘1/}, 

ll’/?~W n={(U,h)ESXSI V(a)= V(b)}. 

The next result will be used frequently in Section 4. The first part is specialized 

from the proof of [ 17, Ch. 32, Theorem 81, and the second part can be easily verified 

by using the same type of argument as in the proof of [32, Corollary 6.51. 

The operators C and L are defined on Y(,( (99) as follows: 

%/c = {S E .X.‘Y I C(S) E J/Y} 



and 

“l/L = {SE .#Y IeSe E i)/ for all YE E(S)}. 

These two operators were introduced by Hall in [7], where the notation ?/‘” and ti”“ 

are used and it is shown that q/C. ‘l/L E YJ.#Ff’) and that both C and L are clo- 

sure operators on -I/-,-(.#.‘/‘). The commutativity of C and L with other operators was 

considered in [26]. 

A regular semigroup S is called E-solid if for all idempotents e, .f, M E S such that 

e_Yf:#q there exists an idempotent h ES such that edh_Ygq. We denote by gi.Y the 

class of all E-solid regular semigroups. It is well known that G,Y’ is an e-variety of 

regular semigroups and d:‘.Y = (%.M)C = % 9’0 .f (see [5, 8, 311). The e-varieties 8.9 

and ..fL will play an important role in this paper. 

3. Products of e-varieties 

Recall that a rrlutionctl nwrphimz between two semigroups S and T is a relation 

7 : S --3 T such that (for example, see [30]): 

(i ) sz # q5 for all s E S; 

(ii) (sz)(tz) C (st)~ for all .P, t t S. 

Equivalently, z is a relation whose (~~lj;l/l 

y(2) = {(s, t) E S x T 1 t E ST} 

is a subsemigroup of S x T that projects onto S. A relational morphism t : S -+ T is 

called injcctiw if ST n tr # 01 implies ,s = t, and is called sm~jjeetivr if tz-’ = {s ES 1 t E ST} 

#fl for all t E T (see [3, Chs. XI and XII] or [23]). 

Let S, T E .A.‘f. A relational morphism z : S -+ T is called reyulcrr if S(T) is a regular 

subsemigroup of S x T. 

Following Jones and Trotter [ 121, we say that a regular semigroup S wyulurly divides 

a regular semigroup T, denoted by S < ,.T. if there is a regular subsemigroup R of T 

and an epimorphism of R onto S. The relation <,. in general is not transitive. 

Let S and T be semigroups. A Icfi uction of T on S is a map T x S --t S, (6s) + ‘s 

satisfying: (i) ‘I (‘ls) = 11’2,r and (ii) (‘,s~)(‘sz) = ‘(sIs~), for all t,tl,t~~T ands,sl,szES. 

If T is a monoid, the action is lcrfi ~rrlit~~j. if ‘s = s for all s E S. The .smlidirect produc*t 

S * T of S and T, with respect to this left action, is the set S x T with the operation 

(sl,tl )(.sz, tl) = (s~%~,tl i:). The dual concepts are the right crction of T on S and the 
I’C~L’OYSP semidirecf product S t,. T. 

A special case is the li~r~tll pr~~&c*t of arbitrary semigroups S and T. For 

each ,f : T’ +S and t E T, let ‘.f: T’ + S be defined by x(‘,f) = (xt),f. Then the map 



(t, ,f’) + ‘j’ defines a left action (left unitary whenever T is a monoid) of T on S”, 

the wreath product S @I T of S and T is the semidirect product ST’ * T of S“’ and T 

with respect to this action. The dual concept is the rewrw l~wuth product SC& T. 

The regularity of semidirect and wreath products has been studied by Nice [ 191 and 

Skornyakov [27]. The following general result was proved by Jones and Trotter. 

Result 3.2 (Jones and Trotter [ 121). Let S, T E 2.Y’. For UMJ kft uction of’ T on S, 

It’e huw 

(i) (f’either S E 1/Y or T E 9, then S * T is rryuhr; 

(ii) lf either SE WY or T E %.Y, then Reg(S * T) is u rtyulur suhsemigroup of’ 
S* T. 

Clearly, the analogues of Result 3.2 for wreath products, reverse semidirect and 

wreath products also hold. 

Let +!!, Y t _U:,,.(.@Y’) be such that either ‘)/ C %.v’ or Y C %.‘Y. Following Jones and 

Trotter [ 121, we define the sernidirect product 9 * Y of Y/ and f to be 

S E ?/, T E Y and whenever 

/I/* v= 

( ~ 

Reg(S * T) T is a monoid its action on 

S is left unitary :, 
41 

and the \vrrath product +I/ ~5;~ f of !‘/ and Y is 

‘l/ 8% V = (Reg(S 8 T) 1 S E I//, T E I jel. 

Similarly, their reverse semidirect product and reverse wreath product are denoted by 

4/ *,. Y and ?/ ~1,. Y ‘. For the case where ?/ C (9, these products were introduced and 

studied by the authors in [25]. 

The following results will be needed in the sequel. 

Result 3.3 (Jones and Trotter [ 121). Let +Y, f ‘E Y‘,, (.X9) he such thut either #Cc! .‘/’ 

or I C %.Y. Tlwn 

(a) I// * I = I// 1X f ‘; 

(b) (f’ I# * f is contuinrd n,ithin either (4i.Y or .fL, 

///* I’={SEd.V~S<,-Reg(R*T)j‘or .someREI)/and TE f’} 

= {S E .X.c/’ 1 S < ,.Reg(R #Xl T) for some R E ‘I/ and T E I ‘} 

Result 3.4 (Jones and Trotter [ 121). Let ‘I/, I E i”,, (.#.Y) ,i,itll ‘I C %.Y’. Thrn 

(a) I// * Y 2 .fL if und oril?> if’ %/ C IL, and 

(b) /I/ * I C A.‘/’ lf und only if’ either $1 C %.‘Y or both ‘I/ & L.‘/’ cd f c YY. 

Result 3.5 (Jones and Trotter [ 121). Let ‘)/, I E Y&.XYf) 11,ith +I/ C %.‘/‘, Then 

(a) ‘// * I C .fL if und only if either ‘/ 2 % .Y or both ‘I/ C .#A und f C .F L, cinrl 

(b) q/* f ‘CR.‘/ (f’und on/>, if tt’c6.Y 



Lemma 3.7. Let +V E PC,, (.H.Y) curd ‘! E Y’JY). Then 

(a) #* Y’C (+?o Y&. 

(b) ‘,I/ * I ‘=/)/ *,. Y : 

Proof. (i) Let SE ti and G E Y 1 Then for any left unitary left action of G on S, the 

projection map p : (s,(g) + q((s, $1) t Reg(S * G) = S * G) is an epimorphism of S * G 

onto G such that 1 p-’ ES, where I is the identity of G. It follows that S * G E ‘)/ o Y 

whence @ * I ‘i (ti o Y )cdI.. 

(ii) This follows immediately from Margolis and Pin [ 16, Proposition 1.3 and its 

dual]. 0 

Proof. Let GE Y. Since S<,.T, then by Result 3.1 there is an injective regular rela- 

tional morphism z : S + T. 

(a) G 1% S < V G 8% T. For each (qv. .s) E G I\C S, we let 

(cp,s)rt = (&t)EG:% T 

i ~ 

I t ST and C/J satisfies 

(i) 1~4 = 1.~~; 
(ii) .Y t _kr implies _rq5 = yq 1. 

To show that G C$ S <,.G :;I T, it suffices to show that ~1 is an injective regular relational 

morphism. Since T : S + T is injective, we then clearly have that (y,s)zt # (1, for all 

(~,~)~G~S.L~~(~I,SI).(V)~,.F~)~G;~?S,((/)I,~I)E((PI.S,)ZI and((/)?,tZ)t((p2,5’2)rl. 

Then ft Estr and t2 ESZT so that tltz E (sI.F~)T. Since (cpt,s~)(q~,s~)=((pt ‘I~~,sIs~), 

(6,t7tl)(42.t2)=(d)r %,trt2) and 

and if _Y t ,135, then xtl E (_VT)(SI T) C (JSI )T and 

4 4 I % ) = (4 I WI 42 ) 

= (YW )(.!,,PI cp2 1 

= y( cp, Ypz ). 

it follows that (~PI,~I)(~~,~~)E(((~)I,.sI)((P?,.s~))zI. Hence (c~I,sI)sI(~z,.~~)~~ C(((PI~~YI) 

(qo2,.r2))rl, and therefore T, is a relational morphism. 



We now show that ~1 is regular. Let (y,s) t G ~3 S and (4, t) E (y,s)rt Then t E ST, 

and there exist s’ E V(.F) and t’ E V(t) such that t’ E s’z. Let cpt : S’ --) G be defined by 

_tyl =(_r”‘q~-’ for all YES’, and d,, : T’ + G be defined by .X#I = (xt’$)- for all 

.Y E T’. Routine calculations now show that (qt.?) E V((q,,s)) and (d,l,t’) E V((cb,t)). 

Since 

and if .Y E J’T. then xt E (J:T’)T and 

it follows that (~$1, t’) E (cpl.s’)~l. Hence, y(rt ) is a regular subsemigroup of (G -2.S) x 

(G I: T), and so TI is regular. 

We finally show that rl is injective. If (b,t)E (cp,,st )TI n(Y2,S2)TI, then t ts17ns27 

so that sI = .D, since r is injective. For each _V ES, there exists x E T such that x E ~15. 

Thus JY~I =.u#J = _tyz and Isyt = 1 r$ = lscp~~ that is, cpt = cp2. Hence rt is injective. 

(b) S 8% G <,.T z G. For each (y, q) E S 1~ G, we let 

Clearly, (Y,.LJ)T2 # 4 for all (q. c/) E S 2 G. Arguments similar to those in (a) prove 

that ~2 is also an injective regular relational morphism from S @ G to T fx G. Hence, 

S ,I:; G < ,. 7- :‘f: G. 0 

Proof. (a) Let R E .X.‘/‘. Since G<,.Gt, then by Result 3.1 there is an injective regular 

relational morphism T : G - Ct. For each ((p, 1.) E G C R. we let 

(Y,F)T~ ={(4,r’)~Gl xR~.x~E(x~)T for all XER’}. 

The same type of argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.8 yields that ~1 is an injective 

regular relational morphism from G 1x8 R to GI ‘X R, so that G 0 R <,.G, C$C R. 

(b) Let R E .?AY’. To show that Reg(S ,2 R) < ,.Reg( T ;?J R), it suffices to show that 

there is an embedding rt : S 8x1 R + T 8~ R. 

For each (cp.r-) E SX R, we let (y.~)zt = (yr,~), where yt : R’ --t T is defined by 

x(Y~)=(xcp)t, for ail XER’. Clearly, ?I maps SBR into TE’R. If (qt.rt),(~)2.1.:)~ 

S ,I-: R. then 

((/'I,~I )~I(Y~.Q)TI =(YIT,V )(YzT.Q) 

= (YIT"(Y27),rlr2), 



and for any x E R' , we have 

x( cpt 5 “( (p2z)) = (xq, )T(.YI., cpz)s 

= ((VI )(Sl.l (P? ) )T 

= x( cp, Yp7 )t, 

so that 

(YI>Q bI((P2>~2)~1 = (VlT”‘(C!~)~1.11.2) 

= ((q?l ‘.‘@)L r-jr2) 

= (q7, F’(p2.tjt’2)zl 

=((~l,rl)((l)2,I.2))TI. 

whence rt is a homomorphism. If ((pl,rt)r, =(~Q.Q)TI, then ~1 =Q and cpl~=q~r, 

that is, (x(p~)r =(x~)r for all x E R’. Since T is one-to-one, it follows that cpl = (~2. 

Hence ~1 is one-to-one, and therefore ~1 is an embedding. 0 

In order to describe the operator K ,, the authors introduced a special type of wreath 

product structure in [25]. Let Y be a non-trivial scmilattice with identity 1 and let T 

be an arbitrary regular semigroup. Then the wreath product Y&C T of Y and T is not 

necessarily a regular semigroup. Let 

(Y~~)*={(J‘,t)EYI:~:TIfor.rtT. x.??xxtimpliesxf=l}. 

Then by [25, Lemmas 6.1 and 6.21, (Y $5 r)* is a regular subsemigroup of Y $C 7’ 

such that the projection of ( Y (~8 T)* onto T induces a congruence over 9y. For any 

ti E 9C:,,-(.‘A.Y’), we let 

Then we have the following results 

Result 3.10 (Reilly and Zhang [25]). Let J//E -i/:,l(.#A.‘7”). Thrrz 

Proof. Let ‘II = {(Y’ E T)” ( Y t .‘/ and T t ‘N}. It is clear that for any indexed fami- 

lies {Y,}G, {T,};EI of regular semigroups such that for each i E I, Y, E .‘/’ is a monoid, 

there is a natural embedding from n,,, (Y, ~:G r,) into (n;,, Y,) % (n,,, T,). It follows 

easily that 

H(Y, ‘c?* r,) <,. n Y, 

it/ 
(,E, )f~@). 



so that P Yf C S,. yl ‘. By Result 3.10 and [24, Lemma 7.41, //I C 65’ implies that 

.‘/‘Ix* I//C j/K/ C Xy. Making use of [33. Lemma 4.81, we therefore obtain that 

J/ I,;;* I// = HS,.P H C HS,.S,. ‘N = HS,. y/ C .‘/’ :$ j//. 

that is, .‘/’ X* ‘// = HSv Yf ‘, as required. 0 

Lemma 3.12. Let S, T E .X.5/ hr suc11 tht S -cI’ T. Then 

(YkS)* <,.(Y’ET)* 

,#iw Ul?J’ Y E .i/‘. 

Proof. Since S <,.T. then by Result 3.1, there exists an injective regular relational 

morphism T : S 4 T. Let Y E .Y. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8(a), we let 

We first show that (cp,s)sl # (13. Let t EST. Then there exist t’ t V(t) and s’ E V(s) 

such that t’ E s’z. Define 4 : T’ - Y’ by 

1 

lscp if x= 17, 

SC/J = ?‘(P if s E J‘S for some y E S, 

1 otherwise. 

Since T is injective, (,5 is well-defined, so that (4, t) E Y’ :?i T. To show that (dj, t) E 

((p,s)s~. it suffices to show that (41, t) E (Y’ % T)*. So let .XE T’ be such that x.#W. If 

s t J'T for some J’ E S, then xt E (vs)r, so that there exist (xt)’ E V(xt) and (JS)’ E V(JS) 

such that (st)' E (ys)'~. Also, x./Ast implies that 

.y = (Xt )(Xt)'X E J‘T n (J'S("")'_V)T, 

it follows that J* = ~s(Js)‘~. Thus JQ?J:F, and so SC$ = ycp = 1. Hence ($, t) E ( Y’ ‘5: T)*, 

and therefore (~I,s)T, # 4. 

The rest of the proof proceeds exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.8. 0 

We conclude this section with the following useful observations. 



Proof. It is well known that for any indexed family {S;};,, of regular semigroups 

and any regular semigroup T, there is a natural embedding from (n,,, S;) @ T into 

n;,, 6% @ U, so that Rcg((&, 5 1 K T) <,. &, Reg(S; c9 r) whenever Reg((&, S;) 

@ T) and Reg(S,@ T) (i E I) are subsemigroups. 

(a) Since any rectangular band is the direct product of a left zero semigroup and 

a right zero semigroup, it follows from the above remark that 

(Reg(S :g T) 1 SE .X.B, T E Y ‘),, 

(Reg((L x R) XI T) 1 L t Y2’. R E 3’2, T E f~‘),, 

(Reg(L 8 T) x Rcg(R IX T) 1 L E 92, R E 3’2, T E 3”),,. 

The converse is obvious. 

(b) This follows similarly as in (a) by using the fact that any rectangular group is 

the direct product of a rectangular band and a group. 

(c) Let ‘2/, E YC,,.(d.Y) (2 t A) and f ‘E L&,,(Y) be such that VrE,, +!!X C .fL or 6.V. 

Then by [33, Lemma 4.81, we have 

S, for some S, t %/,(a E A) 

It follows by Lemma 3.8 and the above remarks that 

The opposite inclusion is obvious. 0 



4. Some associativity results 

Using the relationships between semigroups and complete transformations, Eilenberg 

[3] and Tilson [30] proved that the (standard) wreath product of (pseudo)-varieties of 

(finite) semigroups satisfies the associative law. For a slightly different wreath product, 

Koselev [ 151 also announced that the associative law holds. However, Peter Jones has 

drawn our attention to the fact that there appear to be some gaps in his proofs. In this 

section we modify Koselev’s techniques and establish some associativity results on the 

products of e-varieties introduced in Section 3. 

Lemma 4.1. Let S, T, R E .#.Y: 

(a) There is UIZ emhrdding ~1 : (SCZ T)@R+S@(T’ @RI). 

(b) rf’ S (G 9, then thrrr is u homomorphism ~2 : (S @ T) @ R’ + S @ (T @ R’ ) such 

thut c is ocer 23. 

Proof. (a) For each (y, r) E (S @ 7’) 1% R with xg = (/IT, t,) for all x E R’, we let (M, r)st 

=(cp,($,r)), where Ic/ : R’ +T’isdefinedbyx~=t,forallx~R’and~:T’~R’+S 

is defined by (p,x)cp = (lp)/I, for all (p,x) E T’ @R’ (note that T’ @R’ is a monoid). 

Clearly, ZI is well-defined. 

We first show that 71 is a homomorphism. So let (9, r), (sr, r1 ) E (S @ T) ‘3 R with 

xy = (fi_y,t.Y) and xyl = (;I~,s~) for all x E R’, and let kw-)v =@P~(G-))&JIJI)~I = 

(u>I&~A)). Then 

where, for all x E R’, 

tf we let ((y, r)(yr ,rl ))rl = (992, ($2, WI )), then we have 

and 

(P,“~kPZ = (IP)(lL “ZIYY) 

= (( Ip)/I,)(( Ip)t,;~,,.) for all (p,x) E 7” 8X) R’. 

Now 

(1) 

(2) 



where, for any x E R’, we have 

x( I)“$, ) = (x$)(xr-I), ) = t,S.,r = Xl/&, 

that is, $“$I’ = $2. For any (p,x) t T’ :<I R’, we have 

that is, $‘b.“‘cp’ =q2. Thus by (I) and (2) (q,/.)r’(q’,r’)r’ =((q,r)(y’,q))t’ and 

hence T’ is a homomorphism. 

We now show that r’ is one-to-one. If (cq,~)t =(<q’,r’)~‘, that is, (q,($,r))=(q’, 

($‘.r’)). It follows that I’=Y’, (/J = $1 and (p = (p’. For any x t R’, we then have 

t,. =x$ =xt,bl = s, and for any ‘napping p : R’ + T’, we have 

(IPMY = (P,X)Y =(P.-~hi’l =( IPI;‘,. 

Since T’ = U,, lp, it follows that /i, = ;s., for all .I- E R’. Thus xy = (/j-V, t,.) = (y\.,.v\-) = 

xyl for all x E R’, that is. q = (1’. Hence (11. Y) = (y,. q ), and therefore z’ is an embed- 

ding. 

(b) Let SE Y. If T is a ‘nonoid. the assertion follows from (a). So we assume that 

T is not a monoid, which implies that T 8’;:) R’ is also not a monoid. As in (a), for each 

(~1, Y) E (S @ T) 8% R’, let (c/,1.)772 = ((p, (t,!~, 1.)). where $ : R’ + T is defined by .x$ = t, 

for all x E R’ and 

is defined by (p,x)‘p = (119)/I, for all ( ,D,.Y) t T R’, and Iq = l/I’. Clearly, r~ is 

a mapping of (S $Z T) @ R’ into 5” (T :‘1 R’ ). As in (a), it is a straightforward verifi- 

cation that ~2 is a homomorphism. 

We now show that ~2 is over YU. So let (u. Y), (g’, 1” ) E (S ~C?C T) 8 R’ with xy = 

(PI-, t_,.) and xy’ = (;tv,s, ) for all x t R ‘, be such that (~~.1.)5?=(.~1’,r’)z2=((p,(~,1.))= 

(cp’,($‘,r’)) is an idempotent of S~~~(T>:IR’). Then (p=(p’, $=rc/ and Y-Y’. Since 

(~~,(~~,Y))((p,(~,1.))=((/)‘1~‘1.’~/).(1/J1.11/.1.‘))=(~/),(1/J,I.)), we have (p=q~(‘~~~“q, I,!J=l/J’li/ 

and Y E E(R’ ). Thus for any (p,s) t T %I R’, we have 

(IP)Pl = (P?X)V 

= (p,x)(q+‘Wp) 

= (p,s)cp((P,.r)(~,f"))(f 

= (p,X)Cp($1/JvyI^)(/” 



= ( lp)B,-(( lp)t, )7v. 

so that (( lp)tr);~r,. = 1, the identity of S (S is a group). Let p: R’ + T be such that 

Ip= t, ti for some ft. E V(t\-) in T. It follows that I,Y,,- = 1 for all x E R’. 

Now we have (~,~)(~,.r.)=(~~“g,.~) and for any XER’. 

Since $ = $, and IJ~ = t,P’$, then for any x E R’, we have 

f_~.S,). = (x$)(xl$, ) = x($“lj) = x$ = 1,. 

Also, cp = (pi and cp = $‘b.“)~p imply that 

(P>,Y)T = (IPM, 

= (p.x)(fp’vi’.‘-+p) 

(3) 

(4) 

= (lPM,-(y’%..~f-h 

= (Ip)/&(( lp)t.r);:rF for any (p,x) E T 8 R’ 

It follows that for any y E T, 

!P, = (.YR )(.r& );;-,- = JU1.Y “;,YV) 

and 

that is, /~.r’l;:V,.=/jl for all XER’. It follows from (3) and (4) that (M,I-)(~~,,~)=(~~,~), 

whence ((~),($,r))r~’ is a left zero semigroup. Hence G is over 9’2, as required. 0 

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1(b), for each (y, 1.) E Reg((G 18 T) 3 R), let (9, I-)? 

=(cp.($,~)), where $:R+ T is defined by SI,/I = t, for all s E R and cp : Reg( T (3 R) --t G 
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is defined by (p,x)q = (Ip)/j., for all (p,x) E Reg( T 1% R), and 1~ = l/1,. Since ((1, r) E 

Reg((G@T)@R), it follows easily that (ti,~.)~Reg(TgR), so that (q,r)~=(cp,($,r))~ 

G @ Reg( T @ R). Since for any fixed / E T, if we let pt : R + T by JIM, = t for all y E R, 

then we have (p,,x) E Reg( T @Z R) for all .r E R, it follows from the proof of Lemma 

4.1 (b) that T is a homomorphism of Reg((G C< T) :d R) into G @ Reg(T &J R) such that 

Z is over YY. 0 

Lemma 4.3. Lrt S, R, T E .#:f hc .nrch tht R is (I monoid. Tlmz 

SBReg(T@R)<,. Reg((S:-, TR)@R) 

Proof. Note that, by Result 3.2, in all three cases both S 18 Reg(T @R) and 

Reg((S @ TR) C$ R) are regular. Also, TR is a monoid if and only if T is a monoid. 

We define r:S%Reg(T<r;R)- Reg((Sii TR):+R) by: for each (q~,(i,~))~Sti 

Reg(T’@R) so that 

q:Reg(T@R)’ +S, $:R+T, rtR 

we set 

I 

(cp,($,r))s= < (.(/.I.)EReg((S:,,TK)Cr;R) 

\ 

x0 = (p,, h,) for all x t R, 

where 

\ 

(i)h,,=-‘$:R+T; 

(ii)j&:(T’)‘+S with > 

p/j, = (p,x)cp, if p E TR and 

(p.s)~ Reg(F%f?); 

(iii) I/I’, = lop, if T is not a monoid , 

Note that r is not, in general, a function since l/j, is unspecified except for x = 1, the 

identity of R. In cases (b) and (c). it follows from Result 3.2 that S @ Reg( T 8% R) = S 1:~ 

(T @R) and Reg((S 8@ TR) :<I R) = (S :g TR) 6~ R, and so clearly (cp, (I/I, r))7 # @. In case 

(a), we let (y,r)~(Sil;T’):xR with x~~=(/I~,II,-) for all PER, where h,= -‘I/I and 

p,- : (rR)’ +S is given by 

Pi& = 
(p,x)cp if ptTR and (p,x)~Reg(T%R); 

147 otherwise, 

where BE’. To show that (~,Y)E(~,(@,v)) r, it suffices to show that (y,r) E 

Reg((S@?TR)XR). Since (~,($,~-))ESKR~~(T@R), it follows that ($,v)E 

Reg( T g’ R), and hence there exists ($1, r-‘) E Reg( T ‘3 R) such that (+I, r’) E V(($, r)), 

so that rj = @I/Q “‘$ and Y’ E V(Y) in R. We now let (~qr,~‘) E (Sf% TR)%R with xgr = 

(r,,.f;) for all x E R, where ,f; = .‘$I and ;I., : (T”)’ + S is given by py,, = ( pJ;-fix,,)-’ 

in S. It is straightforward to verify that (qr,~‘) E V((g,v)) in (S33 TR)@ R, whence 



(q,r-)~Reg((s@ TR)@R) and (q,r-)~((q,$),r)z. Therefore (cp,($,r))z#@, for all 

((~?,(~,I.))ES’~R~~(T’~~R). 

We now show that T is a relational morphism. So let (q,(ll/,r)),(cp,,($,,v, ))E,%: 

Reg(TCGR), (s,~)E(Y,($,Y))T and (~~I,~I)~(~I,(~I,~I)). For any XER, we let 

.ry = (p,, h,) and XM, = (;l,,.,.f\-). Thus (y, ~)(y,, t-1 ) = (.lr”<ql, VI ) and 

XWYI ) = (.~H)(XYI 1 

= U&3 h,-)(i;r..fw) 

= (p, “‘;;,.,h .,., f,,.) for any x E R. 

We want to show that (UI’~/,,~.~,)E(((P,(~,~))((P,,(~,,~,)))~=(~(~.”)(P,,(~I’~,,~~,))~. 

Since h,,f,,. E(.~$)(.~“$, ) =.‘($)‘$,), it follows that (i) holds. For any p E TR with 

(p,s) E Reg( T 1~ R), we have 

P(P, /l’;;I ) = (Ph)(Ph,h, 

= (P/L )(P‘$h 

= (P/L W$Jf”)cPI 

= (p,.~)(~((p,,~)(~.r-))~l since($,r-)EReg(TsZR) 

= (P,.X)(Y’“% ), 

so that (ii) holds. If T is not a monoid, then 

so that (iii) holds. Hence (g,r)(y,,r, ) = (<~“c~,.TT, ) E (y(‘L.“)cp,,(~‘~,,rr, ))T, and there- 

fore T is a relational morphism. 

We now show that T is injective. If (~,~')E(cp,(~,r))Tn((~,,(il,rl))~, then we have 

Y = 1’1 , h, = ‘$ =,fr = ‘$1 for all x E R, so that $ = $,, by letting x = 1, the identity 

of R. Also, for any (p.x) E Reg( T 8x8 R), 

and if T is not a monoid. 

Iq= Ip, = l;~, = ly, so that y=y, 

Thus (y, (tb, Y)) = (y, , (+I, t-1 )), and hence T is injective. 

To show that T is regular, we consider two cases: 

(a) and(b): Note that S is a group. Let (q,r-)~(cp,($,r))r. Since ($,r)EReg(TsR), 

there exists ($, , r’) E Reg( T IX R) such that ($ ,,Y’)E V(($,r)). It follows that $= 

$‘ti, ““‘lb and r-‘E V(r) in R. Define y, :Reg(T$?R),+S by pyI =(p($,,#)y)-, 



in S, for all p~Reg(TctR)‘. We claim that ((~l.(~~,~‘))~V((cp,(~,r))). First we 

have 

For any pEReg(TaR)‘, we have 

p(cp”~‘~‘~,“ti’~,.~~‘, 
cf)=(p(i’)(l’(~,r))cPl(p(~‘.~l,rr’))cp 

= (p(~)(P(~~,r)(~~,,r-‘)(~)~‘(p(~“~l,rr’))cp 

= p(p since S is a group 

it follows that cp = ,p(‘i/.~),pl(i’~l.~“‘),p. Hence ((~?,(~~,~.))=((P,(~,~))((PI,(~I,I.’))((P, 

(ti,r)). Similarly, ((p,,(~~.r’))=((~~,(ll/~,r-‘))(~,(~,r>)(cp,,(~,,r’)). Therefore (w, 

($,,r’))t V((q,($,r)). We now let (~I,I.‘)E(%,,: TR)@R with xyl =(~.~,f;) for all 

x E R, where ,f; = “$1 and yr : (T’)’ -S is given by p;‘\- = (p,f,/&,.,)-’ in S, for all 

PE (TR)‘. We claim that (ql,r’)t V((cq,r)). First, we have 

(8,r)(tll,y’)(~~,T)=(~/li.(lll”“ll,~.). 

For any x E R, 

.4Y”Yl rr’,) = (x(/)(xq, )(.xI-f.‘</) 

while 

=(~.,,j,)(i’,,,..f;,.)(P,,.~l,h,,.,.t) 

= (/Ii: hl;;, h1 ‘I, /L-t, hY.fli.h.! w,), (5) 

= P/L since S is a group, 

whence [& = /I’~ hl yr, kTflJ /j.,,-,.,. It follows from (5) that (y,~) = (q,r)(gl,r’)(y,r). Sim- 

ilarly, (sl,r’)(9,u)(y,,~‘)=(g,,~-‘). Thus (CII,Y’)E V((g,r)). If PE TR and (P,X)E 



Reg( T I>< R), we then have 

p;‘, = (PhBw-’ 

= (( p”ljQ,,xr’)cp)-’ since (p”~‘,x~‘)~Reg(T’~R) 

= ((pJ)($‘J’)V- 

= (p,-~)cpl. 

so that (ii) holds. If T is not a monoid, then 

17’ = (.flB,J’ 

= ($lPrJ’ 
= u'fQ,.l.%-' since ($‘,Y’)E Reg(T%I?) 

= IfPI. 

so that (iii) holds. Hence (,LI’,T’) E (q’,($‘,r’))r, and therefore T is regular. 

(c): Note that both T and R are groups. Let (y, r) E (q, (I,I?,Y))~. We define $’ : R + T 

by J$‘=(_vY-‘$))’ in T, and let ~I’:Tc%R+S by 

for some ((P,x)($‘,~~‘)cp)‘E V((p,x)($l,F’)q) in S. Since (Il/,r)($‘,r-‘)= 

( $“$I, 1) and for any _v E R. 

.$‘V$l 1 = b~tiN.v+l ) 

= (y~)(yh/w 

= 1, the identity of T, 

it follows that ($,P)($‘,Y -’ ) is the ident’t I y of T % R. Thus, by the same arguments 

as above, (cp’3(h,~p’))~ V((cp,($,r))). F or each x E R, we let ,f; = ‘$1 and let T.,. : 

T”+S be defined by p;~.r=(p,x)cp~. Thus (~ql,r-‘)~(S%mTR)~R and (c~,,I.-‘)E 

((I,I.($‘,~~’ ))T, where sg’ = (~.~,.f;) for all x E R. For any J- E R, we have 

).(~?,.f.;br) = (Yhl )(Y.f;,.) 

= ( yx$)( _vxrlJ1) 

= (yx$)(~xrr-‘,~)-’ 

= 1. the identity of r, 

it follows that h,f;,. is the identity of TR for any x E R. Again by the same arguments 

as in (a) and (b), we have (y’,r-‘)E V((y,r)). Hence 7 is regular. 

In all cases, we have shown that z is regular. Therefore by Result 3.1, S ~1 

Reg(T’sR)<,-Reg((SQTR)WR). 0 

We are now ready to prove the following result. 



Proof. (a) If -P‘ E U,,.(9), then the equality follows from [ 18, Theorem 21.511. So we 

assume that Y’@_Y&Y). Let G E ‘N and R E f :,‘I ‘N 1 By Result 3.4, $. @ fi C AX 

Then by Result 3.3(b) and Result 3.2(a), R<,.TI,* GI for some TE P. and Gt E Yf 1 It 

follows from Lemma 3.8 that 

Thus by Lemma 4.3, 

while the latter is in (il/ (j-c f ‘) i< Y/, it follows that G @ R E (‘l/g V)@ % 1 Hence 

/r/@(Y‘r@rr~)c(‘)/@ Y‘)r< Y/.‘. 

For the opposite inclusion, we let R E ‘N N:+ I and GE Yf 1 We also assume that 

‘I/ # .F, otherwise, it is trivial. By Results 3.3(b) and 3.5, R<,.Gl 8 T for some Gt E ‘I/ 

and T E Y. It follows from Lemma 3.8 that R :x’ G<,.(Gl @J T)@ G. There are two 

cases: 

(i) If T is a monoid, then by Lemma 4. I (a), 

R@cG<,.(G,~~T)c$G<,.G, x(T@G), 

the latter is in ‘%/ @ (^/ IF ‘II ‘), it follows that R ~6: G t %/ 8 (-1‘ @ % ‘). 

(ii) If T is not a monoid, then by Lemma 4.1(b), there is a homomorhism z : (Cl 8 T) 

p&G+G, @(T@G) such that 7 is over 99. Since Gt ~(T~G)t’M~(~/‘l~-lI‘), it 

follows that (Gt @ T) rxi G t Y’Y 0 ( W :ii ( f 1%: ‘// ‘)), and therefore so does R 8 G. Since 

?/ E Y&Y)\{Y}, -/. +I! -I/:,, (CT) and by Result 3.6, we have 

it follows that R Q G E ‘l/ 8~; ( 1 9: U’). Hence (#~‘~‘)~~~‘C,l/~i(,~-~;c~~‘), and 

therefore !‘/ @ ( ‘/“ @ % ‘) = ( I// @Z Y ‘) ~:~; Y! 1 

(b) This follows similarly by using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. 0 

Let ./‘/ be the class of all regular monoids. For any %/E Y&:%.Y), we say that ‘l/ 

is r~~onoi&l if ‘I/ = (#n //)(,, It follows from [26, Corollary 4.51 that /I/ is monoidal 

if and only if /)/ satisfies the condition that St /// implies S’ E ?/. 



Theorem 4.5. Let Yf E Y&?R.v’) hr monoickd. Then 

Proof. Let #, Y ‘E Y<,,.(%). If JI/ = 9 or ^/ = .T, then the equality clearly holds. SO 

we assume that I)/ #.7 # $ 1 We also assume that $t +Z .!2$,.(‘9), otherwise, the equality 

follows from Theorem 4.4. By Result 3.6, we have 

#@J(Y‘@ f!“) = ((_fPyrV’)/)o((5P~V f‘)o H‘)<I,)<Z,. 

g (((SC’2 v ‘I/) o (93 v f ‘))clI. o $bJr by Result 2.4 

= ((FTV(‘)/o $‘))o%& 

= (ii/o f‘)fg W by Result 3.6 

= ( it/ 1% ‘1 ) @ -H by [ 18, Section 2.21. 

For the opposite inclusion, we let S E ‘fi @ 1 and T t gi ‘. Then 

S<,.G, % Gz for some Gr E ‘)/ and GJ E ? ‘, 

it follows from Lemma 3.9(a) that 

S~XTT<,.(GI @GZ)@T<<(G,~%GGZ)@T’. 

Since ‘lo is monoidal, T’ E % 1 Thus by Corollary 4.2, we have 

Lemma 4.6. Lrt Y E .v’ he N monoid, T E .d.v’ und G E M. 

(a) Tlwrc is (I lzomomorplzisn? 

t:(Y8T)*lZ G-i(Y%(TmzG))* 

Proof. (a) Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1 (a), for each (,f‘,r) E (Y E T)” @ G with 

_~,f = (/&, t,) for all x E G, we let (,f’,~)r = (q,($,r)), where $ : G + T is defined 



(b) Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3(a), for each ((p. ($,I*)) E (Y 13 (T ~;$~ G))*, we 

let 

(i) 11,~ = ‘I/I; 

((p,($,Y))r, = (.f’.l’)E(Y, ?- ) .,G G * /<\_I, (ii 1 (p,x)q = p/L and , 

(iii) l(p= l/j, 1 

where for each x E G, s,f’= (/)\-./I, ) E (Y <>, To)*. Since p.Xpl~.,- in To implies that 

(p,_u) .X (J,s)(I,!I, 1.) in T % G, it follows easily that (cp, (I,!/, T))T~ # 01. The argument of 

Lemma 4.3(a) applies to yield that TI is also an injective relational morphism. 

We now show that ~1 is regular. So let (,f’, 1.) t (cp, (lb, Y))T.I. Define $1 : G + T by 

~$t =(Yv’$)’ for some (JV’$)‘E V(_rv--‘r,k) in T, and define cpr :(%<G)’ + Y by 

p(pt =(~($l,v~‘))qforall pt(Ts ‘G)‘. Weclaitllthat(cp,,(~l,r~‘))E V((cp,($,r))) 

in Y ~1 (T ~ZI G). Routine calculations show that ($1,~ ) E V(( I/I. t-)) in T 2~ G. From 

thisitfollowsthat(p(t~,I-)($,,I-P’))(~=l forall /,~(T~G)‘,since(cp,(~,r))~(Y~~ 

(T@G))*. Thus for any pt(T~:~:G)‘, 

by x$=t, for all XEG. and ~P:(T~.~?G)’ + Y is defined by (p,x)cp = (lp)/& for all 

(p.x) E TlX G, and 1 cp = l/i,. Clearly T is well defined. 

We first show that T maps ( Y 8:::~ r)* 5:) G into (Y .,:I ( TsB G))*. To show that (,f, Y)T = 

(~,(~.~~))E(Y~~(T~G))*, we let ( p.x) E T ‘PI G be such that (p,x)d@,s)($, 1.) in 

T 8 G. Then (p,x).&p‘$. SI.), it follows easily that (lp).#( lp)t, in T. Since (/I’,, t,.) E 

(Y%~)*,(lp)/&=l sothat(p,.~)cp=(lp)~~,=l.Hence(cp,(~,r))~(Y~~(T~~G))*, 

as required. 

The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1(a) now yields that T is a homo- 

morphism. 

We finally show that t is over 2P2’. So let (.~‘,T),(.~,,YI)E(Y~,‘)* 8G 

with .y,f’= (/I’~, tr) and s,f; = (;~,..s~) for all .Y E G, be such that (J’,r)z = 

(.f;.rl)z=(~,(~,r))=(ci?l.(li/l,~.,)) is an idempotent in (Y 8(~~%G))*. Then cp=qt, 

$ = $1 and r= ~1. Since ((~,($.r-)) is an idempotent, we have $ = $‘$ and I’ = 1, 

the identity of G. From this it follows that t., =xI// =x($‘$) = (xt,b)(.u~~ ) = tr.s, for all 

x E G. Thus (J>t,.);‘.r = I for all J E T’ , since (y ,... Y, ) t (Y :a r)*. Hence /jl. = /!1- ‘17.~ for 

all x E G, and so (J, I )( ,f;, I ) = (,f’, I ). Therefore ((p, ($, I ))T-' is a left zero semi- 

group and -r is over 2’2’. 

so that (cp,($, ~))((PI,(%I.~ P’))((~.(li/, r))=(~,($, 1.)). By symmetry, (cpt,($l,r-‘)) 
E V((cp.($,r)). Since ~I($,.Y~‘) .?R /?($I,,--‘)($, r) for any ~E(T&G)‘, it follows 

that p(pr =(P(cl/t,~*~‘))q= I, whence ((pr.(~i/,,l-~’ ))E(YC(T@G))*. ForeachxtG, 

we let .xJ; = (Y,~, gy), where .(/I = ‘$1 and ;‘, : (T” )’ + Y is defined by p;~, = 1, - the 

identity of Y, for all p t (To)‘. It is straightforward to verify that (J, F’ ) E V(( f, Y)) 



in (Y e:.:~ T”)* ‘2 G and (,f; , F ~‘)~(((~,l,(il,r.-‘))?~. Hence, ~1 is an injective regular 

relational morphism. and therefore (Y XI (T >:I G))* cr (Y ::: T’;)* 1’;: G. 0 

Proof. If q/ C 9, then by Result 3.10, .‘Y E* (?/ ‘:<;I Y ) = ?/ 4x8 Y = (-‘/’ K* #) 1:;: Y 1 So 

we assume that i//e 9. To show that .(/’ x1*( ‘// :< Y ‘) C (9 :<I* ‘N) 8:~ Y ; let Y t .‘/ be 

a monoid and St ‘//“; Y 1 By Results 3.2 and 3.3, S <,. R CT: G for some R E q/ and 

GE Y 1 It follows from Lemmas 3.12 and 4.6(b) that 

where the latter belongs to (Y’ ‘:“I* ,//)eu; Y ‘. Thus (Y #Z’S)* E (.V’C?* V/) IX Y ‘, and hence 

5/‘;3*(/1/‘:; Y )c(.~:;*/l/):;2 Y. 

For the converse. let S E .y 128” ‘I/ and G E Y 1 It follows from Lemma 3.1 1 that 

S <,. (Y :;, T)* for some monoid Y E .‘I’ and T E 41. Thus, by Lemma 3.8, S y G <,. 

( Y 8::’ T)* 3 G so that by Lemma 4.6(a) 

We conclude this section with the following useful observations. 

Proof. This follows immediately from the proofs of Theorems 4.4(a) and 4.7. D 

5. Some sufficient conditions for ?/ @ 9 = INC, 

Let SE .#.‘I. A subsemigroup R of S is ,fkll if E(S) C R; R is .rc!fl~,onjlrgcrtr if 

u’Ra & R for each UES and a’ E V(u). We denote by R, the subsemigroup of S 



generated by the conjugates of R in S’; that is 

R,= (a’ralr~R, LIES’, N’E V(u)). 

Let C,(S) denote the Lust ,fidl untl .sdjk~njuqutc~ .suh.serniquoup of S. So 

C,(S) = C(S),.,.,. . . 

By [31, Lemma 2.31, C,(S) is a full regular subsemigroup of S. 

For any # E Y&(.89), let 

Jz/C, = {SE.%LqC,(S)E ‘)I}. 

Then @C, is again an e-variety. This operator was introduced in [12, 2.51. Its restriction 

to _Y(%.X) was studied in [34, 361, where the notation C* is used. 

Result 5.1 (Jones and Trotter [ 121, and Reilly and Zhang [25]). For uny ‘c? E J$,.(.HY’), 

‘ZC, = (‘M 0 qp,.. 

Clearly, I&C, C ‘I/C for any /// t Yi,.(.ti.‘/‘). It follows from [31, Corollary 5.21 that 

B,(Y = ‘&.#C = %;&C K’ 

Result 5.2 (Reilly and Zhang [26]). C, commut~~.s with Tt, T,., Kt and K,. on 

X,.(.29). 

Let “//E &.(.#‘r). By Result 3.3, Lemma 3.7 and Result 5.1, we have 

In this section we first present a family of examples to show that the equality t%/ @ 9 = 

tic, need not hold in general. We then present some sufficient conditions for +Y @ ‘9 

to be equal to (+Y o <9’)rl.. The next result was essentially proved in [ 141 (see also [12]). 

Result 5.3 (Jones and Trotter [ 121). Let +I/ E Y&.( Cf ). Then 

The next example presents an infinite family of e-varieties of completely simple 

semigroups with the property that ‘// c@ Y # #C,. 

Example 5.4. There exits an infinite family of r-varieties of completely simple semi- 

groups: 

such that Y,’ @ Y # ( P,‘o 9) = $;C, for all i > 0 



Proof. Let ‘//a = &!9 o 9.4, and for each i > 1, we let ‘)/; = #,_I C,. Thus ‘I/, = ‘MO 

(C,)’ for i 2 0. By [36, Proposition 3.71, the e-varieties ‘l/i, i > 0, form a strictly 

ascending sequence 

/I/” c ‘1/, c J//2 c . c #; c . (6) 

such that Vi 2 o @, c ‘)/oC c ct,T. For each i 2 0, let Y i = #; @ ‘9. We now claim that 

~;,ylY#(Y;oY)= y;C.& for all i 2 0. Assume that Yi@Y= “l,‘C, for some i > 0. 

Then 

and 

ti,+* = ‘r/;(C,)2 c Y;(Cx)2 = P;‘c #;+,, 

from which it follows that ?/!+I = @i+2, and by (6), this is a contradiction. Hence 

$;‘@ 9 # J;‘C, for all i > 0. From this it also follows that the e-varieties *fj; i > 0, 

form a strictly ascending sequence 

Y,c p;c Y‘lC...C Y,‘C... (7) 

such that V, z a ‘1i.z Vi > o ‘//i C JIYOC C %,Y. 0 

We now prove the main result of this section 

Theorem 5.5. Let ?/E zJ8.Y) U _Y&JL) he such tht ti@%= /I/C,. Then 

(‘Hp)oY=(J~p)C, jh arzp Pc{T,,T,.,K/,K,}. 

Proof. Consider r/. If /)/ C 9, then ‘tiT’ E Y’&(fl’) and the equality follows from 

Result 5.3. So we assume that ‘r/gY. There are two cases: 

(a) i)/cAY: Then 

(,‘I/‘; )C, = ( ‘l/C,)T’ by Result 5.2 

= 9 8%) (& ~‘9) by the hypothesis and Result 3.6 

= ($9 ‘% #) tx $9 by Theorem 4.4 

= ( j/r/ ) f@ ‘q b . 

as required. 



(b) ‘l/ C IL: Then 

( /)I6 )C, = ( ‘NC, )’ by Result 5.2 

= :g $$ ( ‘// ,:Z) <g ) 

C (3 x ‘N) s:,:m 3 by Proposition 4.8 

= ( & 7; ) C,) <g 

c (#T’ 0 Ig)ii, by Lemma 3.7(a) 

=(,l/G)C, by Result 5.1. 

It follows that (‘//T’)Cz=(/l/l’) ,‘G. 

The equality for r,. follows similarly by usin g Lemma 3.7(b) and the duals of 

Result 3.6 and Theorem 4.4. The same argument as for r, and T,. also yields the 

equalities for K, and K,. using Result 3. IO, Theorem 4.7, Proposition 4.8 and their 

duals. q 

Remark 5.6. Let T = T, n T,.. Then by [24, Corollary 6.31, ///f = Yo ti for all ‘I/ E 

Y$(.W.Y). Whether Theorem 5.5 holds for T is still open. In particular, we do not 

know whether or not .KG<~; % = (.YN)C,, where .&q = Y0.H is the r-variety of all 

bands of groups. 

As an analogue to the notion of loccdit~~ of monoid varieties in the sense of Tilson 

[30], Szendrei [28] introduced the notion of c~-/oc~/lit)~ (or hi-locmlit~~) of e-varieties. 

We shall not go into this topic in detail, and refer the readers to [I I, 12, 281 for 

definitions and detailed information. Using this notion, Jones and Trotter [I21 gave 

another sufficient condition for /// :, V = 4/c‘, as follows. 

Result 5.7 (Jones and Trotter [ 121). jf’ /// E _rC:., (C;.V’j is e-loud, tlzm ti 8 Y = tic,. 

In [28], Szendrei showed that the e-variety of all orthodox semigroups is e-local, 

and every e-variety of orthogroups is e-local. In particular, every e-variety of bands is 

e-local. Jones [I I] showed that for each variety H of groups the e-variety V.#(.?Y ), 

consisting of all completely regular semigroups whose subgroups belong to .W, is 

e-local. In particular, %./A is e-local. As the next remark points out, not every e-variety 

of regular semigroups is e-local. 

Remark 5.8. (This observation was pointed out to the authors by P.R. Jones.) It fol- 

lows from Result 5.7 that Example 5.4 presents an infinite family of e-varieties of 

completely simple semigroups which are not e-local. 

For any variety ;V of groups, we denote by .;/i the largest variety of inverse semi- 

groups having E-unitary covers over .#’ (see [2l, Definition X11.9.3]). 



Result 5.9 (Petrich [21]). Ler .f E Y’(Y). T/WI? 

i = (Vo.jY),, 

Result 5.10 (Reilly and Zhang [26]). Let .Y/ E Y(9). Th 

(a) (,$)“I =%.‘/‘o .+ = V,,+( .;;/ )(7;7J )“, 

(b) (.~)“=.~.&& = v,,,,(j+“~“~‘“. 

The equalities %.X 8 .X = (X.8 o .Y?‘)~,~. and A 8Xt.H = (./A o X),,. for any group vari- 

ety .W in the next result were proved by Jones and Trotter [ 121. For the case .Y?’ = ‘9, 

the equality 8.Y = X.X ~1 Y was first obtained by Szendrei [29] as a consequence of 

her description of the bifree regular E-solid semigroup. 

Proof. (a) Since .Y’ is e-local (see [28]), it follows from [I2, Proposition 5.11 that 

.$ = .‘/’ ‘7 .y/. Using the fact that %.?A = V,, > o ,YCT’r, y, we have 

= v y(T,7-,1”~ .i’/ by Proposition 3.13(c) 
II > 0 

= v (:f(:,.~))“‘T’T by Result 3.6, Theorem 4.4 and their duals 
li > 0 

= ( .g ).b’ by Result 5. IO(a), 

as required. 

(b) This follows similarly by using the fact that .8 = V,, > 0 Y(K/K, )‘I, 0 

In some sense we have reduced the rwrdwr-ship p~~d&w of %.M x .Y?’ to that of .Y?. 



6. E-varieties of the form ‘c;.Y’ @ /// 

Our goal in this section is to describe the r-varieties of the form /I/s Y with 

@ C %,‘/‘. We first consider the cases when ‘// E { YY, d_Y, .X.ti}. 

Proof. It is clear that YY V f C: YI(‘z ^c I 1 For the converse, let L t YLvr and T E 1 ‘. 

Since the projection 7cl : Reg(L ti T) + T is a homomorphism, it follows that Reg(L @ 

T)/itl E I: On the other hand, L t Yd’ implies that the projection 712 : Reg(L @ T) + 

LT’ is also a homomorphism, so that Reg(L 6; T)/itl E Ic’%‘. But clearly 5, n 52 = I 

on Reg(L @s T). It follows that Reg(L 823 T) is a subdirect product of Reg(L @ T)/E2 

and Reg(L @Z T)/- ~1, so that Reg(LC-sT)EYYV Y: Hence, _T?L&~~f~~L?s/,rV I‘,as 

required. 0 

Proof. Let P’E J!&.(dY). Since .XY 0 I is an e-variety, it suffices to show that 

Reg(R 8 T) E 22‘ o Y for any R t .X2 and T E :! So let R E 23 and T E Y ‘. First 

observe that if (f’,e) E Reg(R ‘2: T) with e E E(T), then ‘If = ,f‘, that is, (,f, e) is an 

idempotent. Since the projection TI : Reg(R ~8 T) - T is a homomorphism, it follows 

that Reg(R @ T)/it E Y : It remains to show that it is over 99. So let (f’, t), (y, t) E 

Reg(R@ T) be such that (,f‘, t)n= (~,t)n=t E E(T). Then by the above observation, 

we have 

(.f‘,t)(9,t)=(f’y,t’)=(‘y,t) = (%t)> 

so that tx-’ is a right zero semigroup. Hence, il is over d.9, and therefore Reg(R ~1 T) E 

.?RY o Y -, as required. 0 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2. 0 

As a corollary of [12, Corollary 3.71, we have the following. 

Result 6.4. For ut~y ‘/ l L&(.&Y). .X3 8~ ( f ‘L) = P‘L. In purtidur, 

(i) .Z_Y @ (tiL) = .k?L; 

(ii) 99 & (%.XL) = %.XL; 

(iii) .2_!? @ (.fL) = IL; 

(iv) dBC3(CL)=ciL; 

(v) .#_Y @(&,vL) = A.VL. 



It is well-known that ‘6.8 also forms a variety of unary semigroups, determined by 

the identities XX-IX =x, (y-l))’ =x and xx-’ =.v’ x. There have been great advances 

in the study of the lattice Y’(X.8) of subvarieties of %.?A in recent years. For an 

extensive bibliography, consult Petrich and Reilly [22]. Since any regular subsemigroup 

of a completely regular semigroup is also completely regular, it follows that Y(%:@) 

is a complete sublattice of _Y&.(.#.‘Y) and that each e-subvariety of %.X consists of 

completely regular semigroups. 

Proof. Let Y E _Y’;,.(%.#). Then ‘1 ‘E P’(+‘Y.&‘) and by Birkhoffs Theorem, there exists 

a set of (unary semigroup) identities {cl, = r’,},tA such that Y .= [u:, = z),],~~. By [35, 

Proposition 2.91, we have .82 V Y ‘= [u,s = c,x],~~, where x $ c(u,)Uc(z:,). To show 

that .#Y 1~ Y = MY v ‘I ‘, it suffices to show that -82 3 Y C [u,.Y = c,_Y],~A. For each 

r E A, let U, = ZI,(.YI, ,.y,!) = u,(x,) and I’, = r,(xt , .,x,,) = c,(x,). Now let R E 22, 

T E Y 1 (,f;, t,), (f, t) E Reg(R 8% T), for 1 5 i 5 M. For r E A, we then have 

~~~((.f;,t,))(.f‘,r)=(~,u,(r,))(f,f) for somec/(IRT’ 

= (Q “,(‘l),f, ux(tj)t) 

= (“x(‘c),f’, ul(t,)t) since R E .&‘I 

and 

v~(( ,fi’, t,))( .f. t) = (h, r%(t,))( .f’, t) for some h E Rr’ 

= (h “~q, t.y(t;)t) 

= (““” ‘.f‘, Pl(t,)t). 

Since T E I = [u,(s;) = z:,(s;)], it follows that z~~(f,) = c,(t,) and ~?(t,)t = r,(t,)t. Thus, 

u,(( .f;, t; ))( .f‘. t) = r3(( .f;, t;))( .f, t) and hence Reg( R 8~2~ T) satisfies the identity u,(x,)x 

= [.,(x,)x. Consequently, Reg(R 3 T) E [U,S = c,.Y],~,~ = .#yV Y ‘, and therefore .#a 3 

Y C .#‘P V Y -, as required. 0 

In [7], Hall established a Birkhoff-type theorem for e-varieties of regular semigroups 

by showing that each e-variety of regular semigroups is determined by a set of unary 

semigroup identities. In the context of orthodox semigroups, Kadourek and Szendrei 

[ 141 introduced the notion of biidentity, and associated with each e-variety ,/I/ of or- 

thodox semigroups the set of all biidentities which hold in I#. Similar results (to the 

orthodox case in [14]) for e-varieties of locally inverse semigroups or E-solid regular 

semigroups have been obtained by Auinger [I]. Here we shall use a similar theory 

developed by Kadourek [ 131 for locally orthodox semigroups. 

As in [13], let X be a nonempty set, let X’ = {x’ 1 x t X} be a disjoint copy of X, 

and let I =X U X’. In addition, let I A I = {(x. 4’) t I x I / x # ~3’ or y # s’}. We shall 

write (s A ~1) for (x, J) in I A I. Let F”‘(X) denote the absolutely free semigroup on the 

set I U 1 A I. By a tr-iirkntity over X we mean any pair u = 1’ of words u, 1% E F”‘(X). 



Let S E PL. A mapping (I : I UI AI + S is called tied if the following two conditions 

hold: 

(i) X’OE V(xO) for any .xtX, and 

(ii) (X A y)O E S(J~H,XI)) for any (.I- A J) E I A 1. 

We say that a triidentity 24 = I’ is sdsjid in S if, for any tied mapping 0 : I U I A 

I + S, we have ufi = ~8 where fi : F’/‘(X ) + S is the unique homomorphism extending 

0. The triidentity u = 11 is sutixfid in a class Y of locally orthodox semigroups if it 

is satisfied in each member of Y 1 

For any set C of triidentities over 2’. let [C] be the class of all locally orthodox 

semigroups in which all triidentities are satisfied. As pointed out in [13], [C] need not 

be an e-variety in general. However. the following result will be useful. 

Result 6.6 (Kadourek [ 131). Jf’ Y t L&.(ci 9). th there exists u set C qf’triidentitirs 

such thut P‘= [Cl. 

For any u E FIA(X) we Ict 

c.(u) - the set of all elements of I U I A I that appears in II, 

t(u) - the tuil of u, that is, the clement of I u I A I occurring last from 

the left in U. 

We are now ready to prove our next result. 

Proposition 6.7. For un?’ f E Yf,, (C’ L), .+?Y I:+ Y = 3’2 V ‘I : 

Proof. Let f ‘E YI;(‘,.,.(cfL). Note that .XY V I ‘C .X2 8% Y ‘C .X2 :S;(.?AY V f ‘). To 

show that .#2’ 8:~’ Y = 3’9 V Y ., it suffices to show that .#Y 8% (.XY V f ‘) 2 3’2 V Y 

By Result 6.6, there exists a set Z = { 14~ = P,},~,~ of triidentities such that .&‘Y V f = 

[14, = c,],~,A. By Corollary 6.4, .?A9 #:,:I (.#A7 V I ‘) C CL. The same type of argument as 

in the proof of Proposition 6.5 yields that .X2’ v (-92’ V Ye’) C [L~,z = P,z],~,~, where 

z @ c(u,) Uc(n,) for all I t A. Note that S(a.h) = hl’(ah)a, for any SE .RY and a, h E S. 

For each r E A, since U, = l’, is satisfied in MY, it follows that (i) t(u-,) = t(v,) =x, for 

some xEXUX’; or (ii) t(zr,)=(~~As) and t(rY)=(yl Ax), for some x,y,yl EXUX’; 

or (iii) ~(u,)=x and t(r-,)=(y Ax), for some .x.J~EXUX’; or (iv) t(u%)=(_v Ax) 

and t(c,) =x, for some X, 1’ E X U A”. In each of the above cases, by letting z =X/X, 

that uXz = t’,z is satisfied in .X2’ (22 v Y ‘) implies that U, = ~1, is also satisfied 

in .8X @I (.#Y V f ‘). It follows that .#Y :;:I (.X9 V Y ‘) C [CI, = P,],~,~ = .%‘+!f V f ; as 

required. n 

The above results automatically lead us to the following question: 

Combining Proposition 3.13(a) and Lemma 6.1 with the results of this section, we 

have the following. 



Proof. (a) If ‘// = 7, then the inclusion clearly holds. So we assume that @ # .K Let 

S E I// “; .#a and R E f 1 Since f is monoidal, R’ E f 1 By Result 3.6, ‘I/ ~1 .I/? 2 %.‘Y 

so that by Ree’s Theorem (see [9, Theorem 111.2. I I]), S = N( G; I. A; P) with G E #. 

It follows from [ 12, Proposition 4. I] that S embeds in (G 53 T) x L for some T E .?RY 

and L E Y-Y’. Thus we clearly have 

Reg(S ;%‘R) <,. Reg(SsX R’ ) 

<,. Reg((G+> T) x L)‘:i?R’) by Lemma 3.9(b) 

<,.Reg((G:>?T)Z~R’)xReg(L~:+R’), 

by a natural embedding. From the proof of Lemma 6.1 and Result 3.6, 

By Corollary 4.2, we also have 

Reg((GI;; T)‘:::NR’)E Y’Y~o(i//~~;(.IAy~i:i_: f’)) 

= I/‘?? o (( YY V ‘//) o (.#Y I>: f ‘)),,, by Result 3.6 

C ((YY’ o (9’9 V ‘N)) o (.X2 ‘Z f ‘)),,, by Result 2.4 

= (( YY v ‘M) 0 (.#Z ;r:’ $ ‘))?, 

= /// Y (.#Y :%’ Y ‘) by Result 3.6. 

It follows that Reg(S :;J R) E ti >;I (.X2 k: 1 ‘). Hence (/M tim .#Y ) :;; f C /I/ 2 (.#YmS f ). 
(b) Let Y ‘E -I/‘,,,(&.‘/) or Yc&YL). From (a), it remains to show that ,//~%(.XY Z 

Y ‘) C ( i// c::‘.#Ap ) <$ I ‘. So let G E ?/ and S E .#r 12 1 ‘. By Result 3.5, we have .@Y ‘$: 

! C f:.‘/’ or XL. Thus by Result 3.3, there exist T E .s’Y and R E Y such that S <,. 

Reg( T 1x8 R). Since I is monoidal, R’ E 1 ; and clearly Reg( T 21 R) <,.Reg( T I& R’ ). It 

now follows from Lemmas 3.8 and 4.3 that 



Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6. IO and the fact that /1/ C (I)/ n 9) @ 

:#2 and %‘.Y = 9 15192. 0 

Our main result of this section is now an immediate consequence of the above 

results. 

Corollary 6.13. (i) %,c/‘<e.V=(.&“9 V.55)‘; 

(ii) %>f I@ ,a= ,gT’; 

(iii) [12, Lemma 3.121 %.i/‘$Q%.#=%.X; 

(iv) %.Y @ .Y = (.@9 VI)“; 

(v) ‘C,c/‘@ci’=I~~; 

(vi) [12, Corollary 3.131 %.‘/‘Y~,Y =&Y. 

Proof. This follows from Corollaries 6.3, 6.1 I and Proposition 6.7. 0 

For completely regular semigroup e-varieties, we have the following general result. 

Result 6.14 (Petrich and Reilly [22]). Let Y ‘E 5”(%.4?) and Y“= [u, = u,],~,~. Then 

Proof. If Y .C %.Y, then by [ 12, Proposition 3. IO], $59 @ Y = K.c/’ = .&‘2’ = Y -“. SO 

we assume that Y C -I and $ = [zI,(x, ) = I~,(x~)]-/~,~. By Result 3.6, ,3 ‘T/ = 9 @ I C 

%.Y 18 5’ ‘. It remains to show that % .(Y E-II ‘/ C Y “; Note that from Corollary 6.13 that 

%.(Y@ Y’. C %./A. By [36, Proposition 2.71 and Result 6.14, we have 

‘P‘ = [U,(Xj).X = t'y(Xi).Y]yt.l 



and 

where _x,~~c(u,)Uc(r,) for all XEA. Now let SE%.Y and TE Y‘, and let (fi,t;), 

( ,f‘, t ), (y,s) E Reg(S ~3 T). Since T E Y ; it follows that 

h(j;) = t.y(ti) = 4, say, 

(.f’,t)~,((.f;.ji))(~~,.~)=(.f’,t)(.f“,~l(t,))(.L/,.~) for some.f’EST’ 
= ( .f”.f” f9u, tqs) (8) 

and 

(.f’,t)~~((.f;,t,))(M,.~)=(f,t)(f”,~,(t;))(8,.~) for some.f”ES T’ 

= ( .f“.f““Y& tqs). (9) 

Our next step is to show that the elements in (8) and (9) are I”-equivalent in 

Reg(S z T). Towards this end, let e = (tq)’ and define h E ST’ by xh = (x,f’)(xtf’)(xtqg) 

[(xe,f‘)(xet,f”‘)(xetqy)]p’. To see that (h,e) E Reg(S c% T), let k t ST’ be defined by 

xk = (~rh)~ Then 

(h, e)(k, e)(h, e) = (h’k’h,e). 

where, for all x E T’, 

x(h”k’h) = (xh)(xek)(xrh) 

= (xh)(xeh)p’(xeh). 

Now, since S is completely simple, 

xeh = (s~~‘)(xet,f’)(xetqg)[(s~~)(xet,f”)(?cetqy)]~’ 

and 

,A = (.~.f’)(xt.f“)(x~q~)[(xef’)(xe!f”)(xe~q~)l-’, 

it follows that xhP’(xetq)gYxeh. Hence x(h’k’h) =xh for all x t T’ so that (h.e)(k, e) 

(h, e) = (h, e). Therefore (h, e) E Reg(S 13 T). Now consider 

(~,e)(.f‘~t)r’,((,f;,t,))(s,s)=(h,e)(f’J“”y~~,tqs) 

= (h’.f”.f” “q<g, cqs ). 

For any xE T’, 

(10) 

_y( j’,f“‘,f” etq 
q ) = (xh ) (xe.f’ >(xeff“’ )(xejqg ) 

= (x.f)(xtf’)(xtqg)[(xe.f‘)(xet,f”)(xetqg)lO 
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= (x.f’)(s~,f”)(.utf/~~)[(xe,f’)(xe/,/”’)(stqg)]” 

= (x.f’)(s!f”)(xrf/,/) 

= x( ,f”,f” ‘“q), (11) 

since x,f(x~,f’)(.~tqy)~.\-/y~~~(.u~~f’)(.~-c~~f”’)(sf~~~~) in S. It follows from (8). ( IO) and 

(I I) that (ke)(.f’,t)ay(( ,f;. t,))(q,.s) = ( .f’.t)uy(( ,f;.r,))(q,s). By symmetry, it follows 

that 

(.f’,t)UZ((.f’l,fl))(.(/,L(.) ~“(.f’,r)l~i((.f’,,t,))((/,.s) 

in Reg(S ;I:! T). Hence, 

and 

from which it follows that the identities 

JW,X = JW,X( ,vz:,x)” and _l’I’,S = ,W3x( _k’U,.Y )” 

hold in Reg(S z T). Consequently, Reg(S :y, 7’) E I ‘T/ and therefore %.Y @G ‘f C f ‘T/, 

as required. 0 
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